Super Mario World Issues

SMC45171 3 posts since
May 26, 2012
I just downloaded the Super Mario World game. The minute it starts up, my screen goes black and it shows no signal. All other games play with no problems. Anyone have this issue?

MACHBIKER 2,470 posts since
These sorts of issues can often be resolved by deleting the game from your system memory and then redownloading it (which is free).

Also, is it that all other downloadable games will also work, or are you only referring to disc games?

SMC45171 3 posts since
Thank you for your reply. It is just this one downloaded vc game. I downloaded Majora’s Mask; it worked fine. How do you delete the game?

MARIO 3,749 posts since
I would look at the directions on this page (click here) to see if this may be the issue.

SMC45171 3 posts since
Man, thank you. That fixed it!
Super Mario World Issues


I have this problem too, but on all Virtual Console games except 64 ones. This looks like it will solve my problem too! Thank you!!


No problem. 😊


Would this work if I have component cables for my Wii?